
California. The Times cited the widespread malfunctioning
of Diebold machines on March, and noted: “It is not hard toMissouri Legislators program a computer to steal an election,” and that this is why
certification by Federal and state monitors is required. TheWantOnly PaperBallots
Times suggested that Shelley should not only ban Diebold
machines, but that he should bar all machines that do not

Legislation to ban all electronic and machine voting, produce a paper trail. “To do otherwise is to risk Election Day
and to use only paper ballots, was recently introduced meltdowns, and another presidential election in which voters
on April 20 into the Missouri House of Representatives lack faith in the outcome.”
by Rep. Juanita Walton and Rep. James Whorton. The The drive to establish voter-verified paper trails is picking
bill also requires that every voter be given a receipt up steam in many states, and also in Congress, where there
recording his vote. The key section of House Bill No. are a number of bills pending. Two hearings on voting tech-
1744 reads as follows: nology are scheduled in Washington during May. The first is

“After August 28, 2004, all elections conducted in a May 5 all-day hearing on electronic voting to be conducted
this state shall use only paper ballots, and no voting by the new Federal Election Assistance Commission—whose
shall be done by ballot card, electronic voting system, start-up was sabotaged for months by the Bush Administra-
marking device, or any machine, nor shall any vote tion. The second is a hearing on voting technology to be held
be counted electronically or by any machine. All such on May 12 by the House Government Reform Committee’s
ballots shall be counted in accordance with the proce- Subcommittee on Technology.
dures established for counting paper ballots. . . . Each However, California legislators have told EIR that a pa-
voter shall be provided with a copy of the voter’s com- per-trail system would not have prevented any of the problems
plete ballot for the voter to retain as a voting record.” that occurred with Diebold machines on March 2, because the

A hearing on H.B. 1744 is scheduled to be con- major problem was that the machines didn’t work at all. Forty
ducted by the House Committee on Elections on May percent of the precincts opened late in San Diego County,
5 in Jefferson City. and 20% in Alameda County, because the vote-card encoders

didn’t work. A paper trail would have had no effect on this
massive disenfranchisement of voters.

One major problem with “paper trails” is that there is
no way that the retrofitting of touch-screen machines with• New security procedures must be put in place for the

November elections, which include vendors submitting their printers could be accompished in time for the November elec-
tions. A bigger problem, as computer experts have advisedsource code to the state, so that it can be placed in escrow;

• No new electronic voting equipment can be purchased EIR, is that the attachment of printers to voting machines adds
another element of complexity which is prone to malfunction-before November, unless the equipment produces a voter-

verified paper trail, in which the voter can verify his vote ing and failure, as anyone familiar with computer printers
knows. Such a system which is used only once or twice a yearbefore it is submitted.

“Paper is coming to California,” said one VSPP member. is going to be even more problematic.
“It not a question of if, but a question of when.”

LaRouche: Ban All Computer Voting
Democratic candidate Lyndon LaRouche is calling forRisking an Election-Day Meltdown’

The VSPP ruling was hot news among opponents of e- banning all computerized voting systems, and going to a total
paper ballot system, as an emergency measure for the Novem-voting across the country, and it also sparked some editorial

calls for decertification of Diebold machines. ber 2004 elections. LaRouche emphasizes that the speed and
complexity of computers creates an inherently dangerous andThe San Jose Mercury News wrote in an editorial: “The

public apology by the president of Diebold Election Systems fraud-prone situation, because only a handful of people even
know how the machines work. Worse, sometimes the onlyisn’t enough. His company’s promises and excuses for failure

ring hollow. . . . In misleading state election officials, the people in the know are private contractors; even the local
officials responsible for running the elections are in the dark.touch-screen voting company destroyed its credibility and

damaged voter confidence in elections. Diebold’s conduct To those who argue that returning to paper ballots would
be slow and inefficient, LaRouche says that this is all thejustifies the immediate decertification of the latest electronic

voting system used in San Diego, Solano, Kern and San Joa- better: The more people involved, the more impediments
there are to carrying out vote fraud. The Democratic candidatequin counties.”

A New York Times editorial said that “there are compel- stresses that a process in which citizens can observe what is
going on, is the best way to prevent vote fraud and the stealingling reasons for [Secretary of State Kevin] Shelley to decertify

some, and perhaps all,” of the Diebold voting machines in of an election.
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